
50 The five aggregates 

(chandaraga-pahanaIp) for material form - this is the giving up ;of 
(or escape from) material form. (Similarly for feeling, perception, 
activities, and consciousness). 

The corresponding SA 58 presents the very same teaching.63 Similar 
statements are found in other discourses, such as SN 22. 57 and its 
counterpart SA 42.64 Thus, the two versions display no differences in the 
teaching on the flavour, danger, and giving up of the five aggregates. 

This section on "Knowing things as they really are" with respect to the 
five aggregates has shown that, in the two versions, there are altogether 
seven things to be known, namely: 1. the five aggregates (or the five 
aggregates with attachment), 2. the arising of the five, 3. their cessation, 4. 
the way leading to their cessation,S. their flavour, 6. their danger, and 7. 
the giving up of the five aggregates. 

In different contexts differing numbers of these seven things are specified 
as needing to be known (see table on p. 36). The number ranges from two 
to seven. Some of the resulting sets correspond to standard formulae; for 
example, the set of four (the five aggregates, their arising, their cessation, 
and the way to their cessation) is the familiar set offour noble truths (cattari 
ariyasaccani).65 

4. The four abodes of con~ciousness and the five aggregates 

Both versions speak of four abodes (or bases) of consciousness (catasso 
viiifial}.atJ:hitiyo, jZg ~ 13:) in connection with the five aggregates.66 

In the Piili this teaching is represented in SN 22. 53 and 55:67 

Bhiksus, by attachment (or approach) to material form (riipupiiyam), 
consciousness (viiifiiil}.aIp), having an abode (titJ:hamiinaIp), may 
persist (titJ:heyya). With material form for its object (riipiiramma-

63 T 2, p. 14c (CSA i, p. 176). 
64 SN iii, pp. 62-64; T 2, p. lOa-c (CSA i, pp. 152-153); others are: SN 22. 26 (no SA 

counterpart), and SA 41 (whose counterpart SN 22. 56 does not mention this teaching) 
(SN iii, pp. 28, 58-61; T 2, p. 9b-c; CSA i, pp. 149-151). 

65 Just one of the seven items appears in some textual contexts; such cases are not 
considered here. . 

66 SN 22. 54 and its counterpart SA 39: SN iii, pp. 54-55; T 2, p. 9a. See also SN 22. 53, 55 
and their counterparts SA 40, 64: SN iii, pp. 53-54, 58; T 2, pp.9a-b, 17a (CSA i, pp. 
147,102). 

67 SN iii, pp. 53-54, 58. SN 22. 53 omits the first of the two references to vedana and 
sanna. 
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l).arp.) , with material form for its platform (rupapatinharp.), seeking 
delight (nandupasevanarp.), it may come to growth, increase, 
abundance. By attachment to feeling (vedanupayam) ... to percep
tion (saiiiiupayarp.) ... to the activities (saIikharupayarp.), conscious
ness, having an abode, may persist. With the activities for its object, 
with the activities for its platform, seeking delight, it may come to 
growth, increase, abundance. 

Bhiksus, if anyone were to declare thus: Apart from material form, 
apart from feeling, apart from perception, apart from the activities, I 
will make known the coming or the going of consciousness, the 
ceasing or the arising of consciousness, the growth or the increase or 
the abundance of consciousness - to do that would be impossible. 

If, bhiksus, a bhiksu abandons desire (rago) for the element of 
material form (rupadhatuya), then by that abandonment of desire, 
its object (arammal).am) is cut off. Thereby there is no platform 
(patinha) for consciousness. If, bhiksus, a bhiksu abandons desire for 
the element of feeling ... of perception ... of activities ... of 
consciousness, then by that abandonment of desire, its object is cut 
off. Thereby there is no platform for consciousness. 

Without that platform, consciousness has no growth, no generating 
activity, and is liberated (vimuttam). Through being liberated it is 
steady; through steadiness it is contented; through contentment it 
does not worry; being unworried, it individually becomes utterly at 
peace (parinibbayati). It knows thus: Birth is ended, noble conduct is 
established, done is what was to be done, there is no more further 
becoming. 

The corresponding SA 40 and 64 have similar contents but different 
expressions.68 For example, SA 64 (= SN 22. 55) describes the liberated 
consciousness in this sequence: without abode (;fI(l; m ii), not growing (/I':ttf 
~), not generating activity (;fI(l; m ~ ft:), steady (fi), contented (m 5E), 
liberated (flI¥ H)(J, not clinging (;fI(l; m Jj)Z), not attaching (;fI(l; m If), 
individually knowing nirval).a (EI j!f i!E ~), with birth ended, ... with no 

68 T 2, pp. 9a-b, 17a (CSAi, pp. 147-148, 102-103). 
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further becoming,69 which is slightly different from the Pali. The two 
versions share the following: 

1. The four abodes of consciousness are: 

(1) material form with attachment 
(2) feeling with attachment 
(3) perception with attachment 
(4) activities with attachment 

2. The four abodes, objects, or platforms of consciousness (which are 
associated with attachment or approach, upaya), together with that 
consciousness itself, constitute the five aggregates with attachment. 

3. Growth, increase, and abundance of consciousness is caused by seeking 
delight (nandi-upasevana ~ ~), or desire (raga Jt) for material form, 
feeling, perception, and activities. If desire for those four is abandoned, then 
consciousness is deprived of its object or platform. Without that platform, 
consciousness will not grow and generate activity, and thus is liberated. 
Here, consciousness is portrayed as having a leading function (generating 
activity or not) in regard to liberation from suffering; it is treated as being in 
a different category from the other four aggregates. 

S. Seeing things as they really are 

In section 3, above, note was taken of the notion of knowing (seeing) things 
as they really are (yathabhuta:rp.) with regard to the five aggregates. Seeing 
or observing things as they really are leads to liberation from "this whole 
mass of suffering". This section will investigate further occurrences of this 
teaching. 

The five aggregates, seen as they really are, are sometimes stated to be 
conditioned or compounded (sailkhata).7° However, when both versions of 
the sa:rp.yukta are examined, it is found that the essential characteristics of 
the five aggregates are most often presented in either of the following 
formulations: 

69 T 2, p. 17a (CSA i, p. 103). 
70 SN 22.21 and its counterpart SA 260: SN iii, pp. 24-25; T 2, pp. 65c-66a (CSA i, p. 51); 

SN 22. 81: iii, pp. 96-99, and its counterpart SA 57: T 2, p. 14a-b (CSA i, p. 172); SA 80: 
T 2, p. 20b (noSN counterpart; CSA i, p. 128); SN 22. 55 and its corresponding SA 64: 
SN iii, pp. 56-57; T 2, p. 16c (CSA i, p. 102). 




